
Helping you understand your security 
posture and providing remediation guidance 
throughout the year with a quarterly  
security controls assessment aligned to  
an internationally recognised framework.
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HOW DOES THE SERVICE WORK?
Utilising our intelligent assessment portal and Softcat’s in-house cyber security assessors, we first conduct a review 
to set a security baseline, forming the Q1 assessment. From this we produce comprehensive reporting, giving you 
solutions to address the gaps in your security posture. 

The subsequent quarters’ assessments document and recognise improvements, looking at the challenges faced 
during improvement activities and keeping your organisation accountable to objectives set out in the original 
assessment. 

We provide data analysis around responses, helping measure success and demonstrate evidence of controls,  
as well as looking at common themes around why controls are not being operated. Finally, we show you the  
status of your risk posture, to understand your organisation’s end goal regarding the security framework.

BENEFITS TO YOU 
Technology
Evidence the security platforms that 
are returning the most value into your 
security posture, providing a risk 
return on investment. 

People 
Demonstrate where resource 
constraints are hampering security 
efforts and be able to evidence 
the successful controls operated by 
your teams. 

Commercials
Show the value of further investment 
made to address gaps in the security 
posture using ongoing assessments  
to demonstrate real world impact.  
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SUITABLE FOR YOU IF…
 9 You don’t know your security posture.

 9 You want ongoing support during remediation.

 9 You want a partner to keep you driving change.

 9 You want to evidence your security posture to senior stakeholders.

 9 You want to centralise security compliance reporting.

WORKS WELL WITH
Managed SIEM Service 
Reducing cyber risk by monitoring for, and detecting, 
security threats – enabling you to respond quickly,  
with guidance from cyber analysts.

SNOW Platform Service 
If you choose to implement a SAM tool, why not let  
us take care of the required infrastructure such as 
backup, monitoring, hardware, updates and patches  
to drive and support adoption.

SERVICES THAT BRING YOUR 
TECHNOLOGY TO LIFE
Contact your Softcat Account Manager today. 

WHAT'S INCLUDED
Tailormade service – We listen to your business 
requirements and work with you to provide a service  
that meets your goals.

Expert guidance – We provide an in-house cyber 
security assessor to lead you through the engagement, 
on hand for any queries and available throughout each 
assessment and beyond.

ECAT access – Our intelligent ECAT portal is available  
to review your assets for simplified procurement.

Simple reporting – We build bespoke reports after each 
quarter’s assessment to review improvements and offer 
further guidance and advice.


